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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Resources section of newsletter
At the end of every newsletter we now include a resources section
containing all the various links associated with MSA SPS events and
activites, as well as our social media channels and accounts. Check it
out to sign up to be our student spotlight of the month and to present
your research at a mycology colloquium, submit your favorite fungus
photos for our mycological images of the month, and nominate a
mycologist to join us at our informal Musings & Mycologists coffe hour!

Speaking of MNMs...
MSA SPS is proud to host informal gatherings between established
mycologists and students (think casual coffee hour over Zoom) so that
students can learn about and gain wisdom from experienced fungal
biologists. Please use the form in the resources section to nominate a
mycologist you'd like to chat with as a community and look out for our
next Musings and Mycologists event.

Update to bylaws gender pronouns
The MSA SPS bylaws have been updated to contain inclusive gender
pronouns. Please vote on these changes here.

MSA membership and awards

It's that time of the year again to renew your MSA membership (you get
a $10 discount if you renew before the end of the year) and to start
thinking about MSA awards (deadlines in February)! Links in resources.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Madeline Lueck is our student spotlight
for the month of November! Madeline
grew up in East Bay Area, California,
and is currently a graduate student at
Washington State University, Tri-Cities,
working with Dr. Tanya Cheeke.
Tell us about your project!
Have you ever walked into a garden
shop and seen those bags of
mycorrhizae on the shelf? Well, I am
currently researching how those
commercial mycorrhizal products and
locally adapted AMF influence plant
growth in a perennial crop.
Which awards do you like to brag about?
I graduated with honors from Humboldt State University (BS in Botany)
What are your career goals/plans for after your current position?
I have always wanted to work for a university extension or a state or
federal agency in research related to agriculture or forestry, with an
emphasis on mycoremediation and mycorestoration as we face shifts
in our global climate. My current position as a MSc student has
introduced me to the world of teaching and I find that to be incredibly
fulfilling, so that may become a path I choose to pursue down the line.
What is your favorite fungus and why?
One of my favorite fungi is Fistulina hepatica aka beefsteak fungus. Not
only does its bright red color add ornamentation to the stumps it grows
on, but it also makes a wonderful jerky to enjoy during the Fall.
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What is your favorite fact/thing about fungi?
I am amazed by the diverse world of fungi and the multitude of
ecological niches they fill, such as serving as decomposers or mutualists.
I am also intrigued by the prevalence of mycophobia in our society – it
is my hope that by shedding light the ecological roles of fungi and their
important uses to humans, those fears can be turned into fascination.
Who is your mycology role model?
Not so much a single role model, but Bay Area Applied Mycology is a
group that has worked to make simple tools used in mycology, such as
cultivation techniques and access to labs, available to the public. I think
their message and goal is awesome, and their presence in the
community while l was living in California was a big influence for why I
chose to pursue mycology.
Any great stories from field work?
After I completed my BS, I worked as a field tech by performing
Sudden Oak Death surveys in Northern California. The areas that we
worked in were dense with Douglas fir and huckleberry – so dense,
that we often had to crawl on our bellies under the huckleberry. While
tedious and slow, this belly crawl tactic was the best way to come
across those camouflaged Craterellus cornucopioides and C.
tubaeformis. Definitely worth the scrapes and ticks!
What do you like to do in your free time? What are your hobbies?
In my free time, I love to explore natural areas through hiking and trail
running. I also enjoy screen printing, making crafts, and gardening.
Anything else you'd like us to know about you?
I feel so thankful to be able to combine my passions for horticulture and
mycology into my research, and I have been very lucky to have the
support from some amazing mentors, family, and friends. One of my
goals by pursuing biology is make it more accessible to the public
through outreach, education, and collaboration. How can we share our
knowledge in ways that promote education in mycology beyond the
scientific community?
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GRAD SCHOOL
PANEL
In August, MSA SPS hosted a graduate
school panel. The recording of the
event is now available on Youtube.

MYCOLOGY
COLLOQUIUM
Earlier in November, MSA SPS hosted
its first mycology colloquium in
Spanish. The recording of this
colloquium is here; other colloquium
recordings are available on the SPS
Youtube channel. If you are interested
in sharing your own research with the
community, please fill out this form.

TRIVIA NIGHT
This month, MSA SPS hosted its first ever
trivia night. Ten mycologists on three
teams had to stretch their wits to
answer trivia host Abbey's clever
riddles. Members of team SHROOMS OF
DOOM secured first place and are
receiving MSA SPS face masks for their
accomplishment; every team performed
remarkably during this evening of
mycological fun.
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MYCOLOGICAL IMAGES
Each month, we will feature mycological images from MSA SPS
members. Please share your photos with us here! To get us started, I'm
sharing some of my own photos (your webmaster, Alden Dirks) taken
during a recent field trip to the North Carolina Appalachian Mountains.

Tuber sp. | Pezizales fungi were the focus
of the field trip. We found many hypogeous
(underground) fungi, like this "true truffle"
with its beautiful marbled interior.

Pseudoboletus parasiticus | These boletes
parasitize earthballs (Scleroderma sp.),
which are actually their cousins (both in the
order Boletales).

Glomus sp. | In addition to hypogeous
Pezizales, we found itty bitty fruiting
bodies of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi.
Did you know that some AMF produce
"macroscopic" fruiting bodies?

Unknown Entomophthorales | This tiny
fungus gnat was hanging out under the
cap of a Helvella mushroom. The wispy
rhizomorphs belong to a potentially
undescribed insect-destroying fungus.
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HOLIDAY VENDORS
It's the holiday season, a perfect time to augment a close one's fungusthemed look, or let them know how they can do the same for you. Here
is a smattering of great gift recommendations for mushrooms lovers in
your life (that could be even be yourself)!
FoldIT Creations makes unique
origami jewelry, including
bold enamel pins. Margot
Mushrooms also sells cute
pins, as well as tall mushroom
sculptures.

Amy Ross' Nature Morphs are curious
mushroom creations that can be
purchased as prints, stickers and
magnets, and trading cards.
FungusQueen sells holographic Amanita
muscaria stickers that look pretty sick.
Grow supplies:
2FunGuys
LiquidFungi
Morel mushroom
paraphanelia
MorelMushrooms
Wooden mushroom
Amadou hats from the
sculptures by ParasiteHouse Amadou Store, Romania
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And much more
on Etsy!

RESOURCES

Mycological Society of America
MSA membership portal and renewal
MSA awards

Student and Postdoc Section
Mycology colloquium signup
Student spotlight signup
Musings & Mycologists nomination form
Mycological photos of the month submission
MSA SPS swag

Social Media
Facebook
Twitter

Instagram
Website

Spotify
Youtube

We are always looking for more spotlights and
colloquium participants. Please don't hesitate to share
your story and research with the community!
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